Background The character industry is growing significantly in its size worldwide. The Korean character market was dominated by overseas characters in the past, however, characters of purely domestic origins have gradually expanded their domain. The character industry emerges and matures with the advent of a new medium. The present study examines the periodic flow of domestically-produced character designs through the framework of media transition suggested by Marshall McLuhan, It also attempts to postulate the future directions the Korean character industry needs to pursue by predicting shifts in the media environment which the characters will encounter in the future.
Background & Purpose
The character industry is expanding its size every year all around the world. The domestic character industry is also experiencing significant growth every year. A pattern that should be noted in this fast growth is that the dominance of overseas characters in the domestic character market is being replaced by that of characters of purely domestic origins, and domestically-produced characters are making their way into overseas markets. The Korea Creative Content Agency reports that in 2011, the sales of domestically-produced characters (3,631,600 million won) has outnumbered the sales of foreign characters (3,577,800 million won).
These recent changes demonstrate that our domestic character industry has potential for continued growth for the future.
This study aims to assess the period-specific features of character designs from the past to the present in terms of their figurative aspects and story-building around them. We also attempt to provide a forecast on a new media environment in which the future characters will thrive so as to help the domestic character industry shaping itself for the future.
Methods & Scope
The scope of our character design investigation expands from 1980s to the current year of 2013. We classified our analysis targets into three groups based on the media in which the characters first appeared:
Published Cartoon Characters, Two-Dimensional Animation Characters, and Three-Dimensional Animation Characters. We developed a classification system based on formative characteristics and story configuration. We then selected representative characters for each period, and conducted comparative analysis on the formative characteristics and story configuration for the selected characters.
By further analyzing period-specific features comprehensively, we derived peculiarities of character designs along with changes in media formats, and postulated the future directions for the characters in the ever-changing media environment. Third, the era of three-dimensional animated characters utilizing computer.
In 1980s and 1990s, cartoon characters that mostly appeared in the printed media dominated the domestically-produced character market.
Like Bolter and Grusin (1999)'s claim that new media refashion prior media forms and gradually develops modes of expression unique to the new media, auditory elements were added to the existing contents and TV format contents were created. Characters first appeared through the format of printed media cartoons, and then evolved into animation format or cultural content development cases such as character products.
In 1980s, the internet was not widespread and therefore many contents initially started as printed-media base and revealed a pattern of gradual expansion into other media.
In 2000s, the internet diffused widely, and the propagation of Flash program developed by Macromedia in 1997 enabled easy animation production utilizing small file size. This environment fueled creation of Flash animation, and Flash-animated characters began to lead domestic character market. When compared with the previous medium of print, the medium of internet soon exercised its inherent power of rapid transmission and spread. Thus, the characters appeared on the internet, gained recognition from a large number consumers, and were expanded into other media formats.
From the mid-2000s, with the advances in computer-based production technology, animation characters built in three-dimension instead of flat two-dimension appeared. The senses were extended from the domain of sight and hearing into the realm of visual touch, and images with enhanced reality became available. Characters were mainly created for a TV series at first, and were expanded into different media concurrently as they gained recognition. Table 1 shows comparative analysis between Marshall Mcluhan's media classification and media classification for domestically-produced characters within the framework of senses and communication mode being utilized. 
Figurative Features and Story Composition
To identify the period-specific features of domestically-produced characters, character's external figurative features and story configurations were analyzed by constructing a classification system. characters were largely confined to round shapes. However, in the period of 3D animation characters, characters were often imaged after animals and artifacts. Therefore, body shapes were not confined to circular forms anymore, and triangular and rectangular shapes were introduced. The proportion between the face and the body was mostly two-heads high with the exception of printed-media cartoon characters, or one body figure which reinforced the character's peculiarity. For walking styles, most characters were 2-foot walk types, however, artifacts like cars were represented with four wheels instead of two feet. Hands and feet became more simplified as 3D animation characters prevailed.
In terms of color usage, Flash animation characters adopted the simplicity of 1 or 2 color use and created strong impact. 3D animation characters utilized simplified colors but produced three-dimensionality through gradation. Visual textures were also applied. Figurative features are compiled in Table 5 . 
Story Composition
Story configuration for domestically-produced characters were classified based on the target the character aimed to appeal, the story's theme, the background for the story, and the plot which is the development of story.
The story for the leading domestic characters from 1980s to 1990s After the 2000s, story development moved away from simple narrative pattern and evolved into a themed series production. Character's storyline for each period is summarized in Table 6 . Table 7 shows the compilation of story feature classification. 
Young-Sim
The story is about innocent but zany adolescent 14 year old girl Young-sim's everyday life. The story deals with the teenage girl Young-sim's love and school life. Each episode is filled with humor.
The Flying Superboard
The story is based on Chinese classical epic novel, Journey to the West. Son O-gong is a main character. He joins on Samjang's journey with his friends.
Wherever they go, they meet overpowering enemies and get into trouble. But they do not get frustrated and find ingenious way to defeat monsters.
Go! Hani
Hani is a teenage girl who is dreaming to be an athlete. Hani lost her mother in young age and lives in rooftop house alone. Hani fights herself to run as fast as possible to forget longing for her mother.
Two-dimensional Flash Animation Characters

Mashimaro
Mashimaro is also known as Yeopgi Tokki ("Bizarre rabbit" in Korean). The original Mashimaro cartoons are full of toilet humour. Mashimaro himself is often portrayed with a plunger stuck to his head. Mashimaro is portrayed as an obese and obnoxious bully, and often resorts to violence to impose his will on others.
Pucca
The main character, Pucca, is a 10-year old niece of three Chinese noodle house owners. The noodle house, known as the "Goh-Rong", is located in Sooga Village, a small village in the mountains. Pucca is in love with the 12-year-old ninja, "Garu".
Pucca always seems to beat him in combats and unintentional competitions, simply by sheer wit.
Jolla Man
Jolla Man is an unemployed man who has a great love and justice towards to the world. Whenever he sees troubles around him, he turns into 'Super action mega hero' using his power transformation set. But if he gets face to strong person, he becomes weak.
Raincoat Boy
The main character, Raincoat Boy is a primary school student. Raincoat boy is a real troublemaker who loves to play with his friends. They find magic toys in a stationary store called Penguin. Raincoat boy shows curiosity about the toys and makes troubles by using them. His friends try to help him solve the problems, but such efforts always cause bigger problems.
Three-dimensional Animation Characters
Pororo the Little Penguin
The series revolves around the adventures of Pororo and his friends who live in the snowy village of Porong Porong Forest. In each episode, they often encounter challenges and learn practical and moral lessons. Before the advent of internet, published cartoon characters were introduced to the public through printed media. After gaining success through the printed media, they were expanded into TV animation, theater animation, and character commercialization. No plans for OSMU were included at the time of the character production ( Figure 5 ). Afterwards, the characters were expanded into TV animation, printedmedia published cartoons, and character merchandising ( Figure 6 ). Table 8 shows the media expansion of domestically-produced characters. As the era of 3D animation character is approached, characters enter more various media formats. Third, the game allows interaction among acquaintances and creates increased intimacy.
Both <Angry Birds> and <Anipang> achieved huge success as games, but they reveal a big difference in OSMU aspect. In the case of <Angry Birds>, the contents are being expanded into character merchandising, movie, animation, book, SNS, console, etc after the success of the smartphone game. In contrast, <Anipang> has not been successful in media expansion after gaining success as a game. adults. In addition, the story was combined with successful established contents such as Star Wars, and was able to secure stronger expandability.
The second success factor is the formative qualities of the game characters. Shapes and features of various birds are formatively well captured and offer the feeling of intimacy. Diverse usage of colors and effects induced higher concentration on the screen. In contrast, <Anipang> only offered the simple game rule and did not have a storyline that could be expanded into other media. The game characters also did not possess distinctive formative features. Future prospects for domestically-produced characters can be postulated in relation to the characteristics of tansmedia.
First, in terms of 'evolving interaction', demands for characters with the potential of more functional and cognitive interaction are anticipated through the innovative media format that will newly emerge. In the future, patterns of content expansion into various media are expected on the basis the smartphone platform with mobility. Therefore, contents should be developed not only considering the smartphone environment but also taking account of potential application for various media formats.
Second, in terms of 'collaborative creation', more importance should be given to user behaviors by developing characters with stronger ties to social media that enable communication with multiple people. Preference for certain character can be enhanced by emphasizing social interaction based on the user participation through the character.
Third, in terms of 'systematic multi-experience', characters should be planned within spatial and temporal environments that enable diverse sensory experience for users. In order to achieve that, solidity of story configuration is pivotal. Domestic characters produced after mid-2000s
only achieved a limited target audience of preschoolers due to this story factor. To create characters that can appeal to teenagers and youths, the characters should be built on a story with diverse themes and intriguing backgrounds.
Fourth, characters with sustainable identity are demanded. To attain sustainable identity, emphasis should be given to the formative quality of character's distinctive shape and color on the basis of solid storyline.
Characters with distinguished formative qualities can gain consumers' affection regardless of time ( Figure 9 ). 
